
Cookies policy

A cookie is a text file that is stored on the computer or mobile device through a Web server and 
only that server will be able to recover or read the content of the cookie and allow the Website to 
remember browsing preferences and navigate efficiently . Cookies make the interaction between 
the user and the website faster and easier.

GENERAL INFORMATION

This website uses cookies. Cookies are small text files generated by the web pages you visit, 
which contain session data that may be useful later on the web page. In this way, this website 
remembers information about your visit, which may facilitate your next visit and make the website 
more useful to you.

HOW DO COOKIES WORK?

Cookies can only store text, usually it is always anonymous and encrypted. No personal 
information will be stored in a cookie, nor can it be associated with an identified or identifiable 
person. The data allows this website to maintain its information between the pages, and also to 
analyze the way of interacting with the website. Cookies are safe because they can only store the 
information that was put in place by the browser, which is information that the user has entered in 
the browser or that is included in the page request. You can not run the code and it can not be 
used to access your computer. If a web page encrypts the information of the cookie, only the web 
page can read the information.

WHAT TYPES OF COOKIES DO WE USE AND WHY?

Cofune uses two types of cookies: session cookies that help us differentiate you from other users 
and that are stored only while you browse our website, and third-party cookies for navigation 
analysis that allow us to improve our website by checking Anonymous that links and functions are 
used more frequently. Thus, thanks to the information obtained, we create internal use statistics 
that allow us to identify the strengths and weaknesses of our site and optimize its operation.

In particular, COFUNE will only use the following cookies:

Technical cookies: cb-enabled, cofune_session. Related to the internal operation of the 
comparator.
Third party cookies / analysis: _GA, _GAT and _GID related to Google Analytics.

OPTIONS ON COOKIES

At any time, you have the possibility to accept or reject the installation of cookies, or reject the
installation of a certain type of cookies, such as advertising and third-party cookies. Also, after
each session you can delete all or some of the stored cookies.

The user can activate:

Private browsing, through which your browser stops saving browsing history, website passwords,
cookies and other information of the pages you visit.



The function of not tracking, by which the browser asks the websites you visit not to track your
browsing habits, for example, to serve advertisements of your interest in the sites you visit.

We recommend that you consult the help of your browser to learn about the different options on
how to manage cookies.

Keep in mind that the blocking of cookies can affect all or some of the features of our website.


